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Introduction
One of the key challenges businesses are facing globally is how to engage

with customers in a more meaningful way effectively. Customer

preferences and demands are continuously evolving. It is imperative for

organizations to put together a well-defined marketing strategy across

sales, marketing and customer support with customer experience at the

center of the strategy.

Personalization is the necessary digital toolset that can enable

organizations to engage with customers more personally, enhance

customer experience, and maximize customer lifetime value.

Organizations can leverage personalization by redefining their marketing

strategies driven by customized products and services that are more

meaningful to the customers.

Traditionally, personalization was only available to high-net-worth

customers or attributable to luxury brands; however, advancement of

technology, digitization, and evolution of data-driven enterprises has

provided a level playing platform to all enterprises, with the customer

being the ultimate winner.

We have endeavored to articulate why personalization should be at the

core of every digital business strategy through this point of view. In

addition, we have covered key myths (and busters) associated with

personalization for new adopters.

We have focused on Financial Services industry imperatives and use-cases

in this point of view. Personalization provides an excellent opportunity for

traditional banks to put the spotlight back on the customers where it truly

matters and help compete with modern Fintech providers.

We understand that the personalization journey is unique for each

organization, and therefore we have outlined an enablement framework

that organizations can evolve to drive their personalization agenda. In

addition, we have captured key personalization KPIs and metrics to

measure the success of your personalization initiatives. Personalize your

specific B2C and B2B journeys leveraging Infosys Consulting's specialized

service offerings.



Why Personalization Matters
As per Forrester, 89% of digital businesses are investing in personalization. There is a 

strong trend for businesses to invest in digitalization and pursue personalization in the 

way they engage with customers. 

Customers are more likely to purchase a brand that provides personalized experiences. 

Personalization is a great tool to focus on customers where it truly matters and 

increase customer centricity – ensuring the customer is the focal point of all products 

and services. As per Evergage, 98% of marketers say personalization advances 

customer relationships.  

Businesses and organizations must have a well-defined personalization strategy across 

sales, marketing and customer support. Personalization is essential to create enhanced 

customer experiences, maximize customer lifetime value, and remain relevant to the 

customers. 

Why personalization matters more so for FSI 

FSI as a vertical has grossly underserved its consumers on the digitalization front. The 

lack of digital maturity and low digital adoption have been strongly tested during the 

pandemic. 

As per PYMNTS.com report named ‘Leveraging The Digital Banking Shift’, 46% of 

consumers have become ‘digital shifters’ at the onset of pandemic and 75% of those 

consumers are expected to maintain the newly adopted digital practices. 

The new Fintech providers enable great digital solutions and experiences for the 

consumers of all generations and not just millennials. 

Personalization is a must-have tool for FSI providers to re-engage with digital shifters, 

enable a pathway for new digital adopters, create a more meaningful relationship 

focussed on anticipation and solve specific consumer needs. 
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98% of marketers say personalization advances customer relationships. –
Evergage
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89% of digital businesses are investing in personalization. – Forrester

https://www.evergage.com/resources/ebooks/trends-in-personalization-survey-report/


Personalization Myths
Personalization is campaign management –

Most of the organizations are approaching alerts and notification. True personalization is
achieved the personalization as part of campaign management, creating models on huge
amount of data and generating rough embedded customer journeys and not just running
campaigns.

Personalization requires significant investments –

Many organizations fail to define a proper personalization strategy owing to common belief that
this will involve significant investments in technology/IT/digital infrastructure. The approach
instead should be to prioritize personalization use-cases and scale iteratively.

Personalization needs huge amount of data and content –

Starting small and scaling progressively is key to drive personalization agenda within an
organization. Abundance of data and content is not a pre-requisite for rolling out
personalization initiatives. Designing specific targeted content leveraging day to day
transactional data is critical for success while data consolidation and insights generation is a
continuous activity.

Personalization is an online only phenomenon –

While online channel does enable and contribute a lot towards realizing personalization
strategy, online is not an exclusive channel. A right personalization strategy should involve
leveraging cross-channel experiences and insights.

Personalization requires highly complex products and services –

The underlying objective to enable differentiated products/services doesn’t imply setting up
complex set of products and services catalogue. Instead, there should be focus on modularising
the key components of products and services which can be easily configured for tailored
selling.

Personalization is for B2C segment only –

This is a very general misconception about personalization. Personalization is perceived to be
relevant for B2C only – on the contrary, there are huge untapped opportunities in B2B segment.
According to the Forrester Business Technographics Marketing Survey 2020, 52% of B2B
marketing leaders planning to increase spend on content marketing and personalization
technology to get this right.

Personalization is all about notifications –

As per Smarter HQ, 70% of millennials are frustrated with brands sending irrelevant emails. It is
extremely important for organizations, who are seeking to amplify their digital connect, define
an optimal cadence for use of email/SMS notifications as an effective personalization campaign.
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80% of consumers are more likely to make a purchase from a brand that 
provides personalized experiences. – Epsilon



Addressing 
specific needs 

Relevant 
engagement

Omni-channel 
experience

Learn and 
evolve to 

delight
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Experience Led Personalization Journey

Customers
Experience 

We would recommend organizations to start their personalization journey by keeping 
customers experience at the center of the personalization strategy. Identify potential target 
segments, frequently interact with your customers, have a 360-degree view of customers 
profile data, analyze data patterns, and enrich customers with curated value drive offerings.

Identify

Interact

Analyze

Enrich 

Augment

✓ IDENTIFY: Not all customer segments have the same needs. Discover single customer or set
of target customers who will be willing to avail offers delivered to them through digital
channels.

✓ INTERACT: These days customers are online 24/7 and they expect 2-way communications
from their brands. Establish highly contextualized 1:1 engagement driven by preferences.

✓ ANALYZE: Leverage on your existing data to analyze the customer’s behavior and
preferences. Design and optimize different marketing campaigns; design offer catalogues
based on consumer preferences to meet their end requirement.

✓ ENRICH: Deliver hyper personalized offers at the right time through the right online channels
like mobile app push notifications, SMS and personalized email marketing.

✓ AUGMENT: Make customers feel special. Continuous process of learning more about the
customer results better understanding of your target segments.



Enabling Personalization
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PERSONALIZATION 
STRATEGY 
- Marketing
- Sales
- Customer Support

PERSONALIZATION 
ENABLEMENT

TARGET SEGMENT
- B2C
- B2B

EXPLORE and IDEATE
- Business Context
- Ideas, Themes, Use-
cases 
- Primary & Secondary 
Research

IMPEMENT and 
VALIDATE
- Develop & Deploy  
- Hypothesis 
Validation
- Results Collection 
and Analysis

ITERATE and SCALE
- Gather Insights
- Re-execute Tests
- Scale Initiatives 

We have outlined a personalization enablement framework that organizations 
can adopt and evolve to drive personalization initiatives.  

✓ At the outset, define a personalization strategy that can be focussed on
marketing, sales, or customer support.

✓ Identify target segment viz. B2B or B2C.

✓ Explore new ideas and themes in the context of a specific business context.
Prioritize use-cases and validate use-cases with research.

✓ Technology selection, implementation and roll-out. Run personalization
campaigns to validate hypotheses and collect the report.

✓ Commit to an iterative approach to re-design tests/campaigns with newly
gathered insights and progressively add scale.
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Enabling Personalization (contd.)
Personalization has become a domineering trend in digital marketing. The traditional

way of delivering calendar-driven standard offers to customers needs a massive

change. Organizations should plan to launch digital marketing solution platforms that

can run real-time campaigns with targeted customer interaction.

We recommend a modular approach to deliver value in an accelerated manner. This

means systematically working on various steps to build the capabilities.

✓ Plan a phased implementation to deliver different features in stages rather

than all at once.

✓ Understand what changes will be permanent and what changes are just

temporary. For example, some behaviors can result from geopolitical situations

or a pandemic like Covid-19.

✓ Collect right data sets based on customers' spending and behavior patterns on

real-time fashion.

✓ Have the right Analytics solution is the place to understand customer behavior

patterns relevant to your business industry.

✓ Interact with customers in a recurring manner. Frequent interactions will

generate more and meaningful data for analysis.

✓ Have a 360-degree view of your existing customer base and identify who are the

potential targets.

✓ Define value-driven hyper-personalized customer journey relevant to

business use cases.

✓ Invest in Marketing solution technologies to build this platform.

✓ Plan to launch a technology-led marketing solution platform to deliver

personalized offerings to both existing and potential new customers at the right

time.

✓ Ensure customer data & privacy is well protected and aligned with local

regulator's mandates.



Personalization Scorecard

✓ Conversion Rate – an important metric to track response from customer against a

personalized offer or service. This metric provides an objective quantitative

measure of personalization campaigns and enables quick feedback loop

opportunities for organizations to re-design future campaigns.

✓ Experience Uplift – measure customer experience uplift score leveraging positive

measures like uplift in NPS (net promoter score) or increase in CSAT (customer

satisfaction score). Customer churn rate is an active negative measure of adverse

experience impacts attributed to an organization's personalization and broader

digital strategy.

✓ Revenue Uplift – Track your branch/store/channel sales productivity

improvement as a direct measure of rolling out personalization initiatives.

✓ Lifetime Value – determine the efficacy of personalization investments in terms of

value generated over a customer's lifetime, e.g. revenue generated over the

lifetime of the customer.

✓ Sentiment Analysis – Personalization provides an opportunity to positively

influence customer sentiment and increase the level of association with a brand.

Leverage sentiment analysis to assess anecdotal qualitative feedback from the

customers to gauge their level of affiliation towards a brand.

✓ Relevance Score – Organizations should always intend to create personalized

experiences which are targeted and are relevant to the customers. One of the

most significant criticisms against personalization is the lack of relevancy.

Therefore organizations must be pro-actively measuring relevance scores.

Relevance score can be derived from components, e.g., views, clicks, engagement,

reviews, etc.

Use these KPIs and Metrics to measure the success of your personalization
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Experience 
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Revenue 
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Sentiment 
Analysis

Lifetime 
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Relevance 
Score



B2C Personalization

Design campaigns based on insights gathered from user

interactions. Leverage personalized email/SMS campaigns

to engage with your existing and potential customers

proactively.

Driving Business-to-Consumer Personalization

Enabling Relevant 
Content
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Omni Channel 
Experience 

Personalized 
Products 

Personalized 

Services 

Proactive 
Engagement

Creating highly relevant and personalized content at
speed. Educate consumers to increase financial literacy
and enable consumers to make an informed decision.

Standard B2C products/services in the context of FSI include savings accounts,
credit cards, personal & home loans, online payments, personal financial
management, insurance, investments, retirement savings etc.

Personalization essentially enables a unified engagement strategy and makes all
interactions around these products/services more meaningful to individual
consumers.

Enable consistent brand experience and seamless
customer journey for all financial interactions across
branch, online, ATM, call-center, mobile and other digital
channels.

Determine customer-specific investment or credit needs

and develop a customized offer with a differentiated rate

of return or interest. Actively assess customer financial

goals against the current state for up-sell/cross-sell

opportunities.

Identify where customers are in their journey and offer

them personalized support services. Leverage data/ML to

improve anticipation of customer needs and maintain a

360° view of the customer, capturing all significant life

events.



B2B Personalization
Driving Business-to-Business Personalization

Account  Based 
Marketing
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Personalized
Enterprise Solutions

Personalized Content 
Campaigns

Standard B2B products/services in the context of FSI include business accounts,

eCommerce, trade finance, business loans, cash flow solutions, foreign exchange and

more. B2B buyers are driven by personalized interactions the same way B2C does.

B2B sales cycle is long and involves complex solutions
creation/selling. With personalization, you can establish
an engagement framework to handle intricate
contracting negotiations and design tailored enterprise
solutions to fit the B2B requirements.

Design and execute a targeted content campaign to
inform and educate your B2B customers. Tailor your
content, advertising and communication efforts across
channels to address the need of each B2B customer.

Identify your high-value high-priority accounts to

maximize revenue opportunities. Then, profile essential

buyers /influencers in the identified accounts and run an

adaptive personalization campaign throughout the sales

cycle.



Miss Clara Gates has
checked in at San
Francisco airport
using her social
media and did a POS
transaction using her
existing credit card.

She received a mobile
push notifications with a
20% discount offer when
she spends more than
2000$

She decided to buy the
luxury bag using her
bank’s credit card.
She likes the banks
webpage on Facebook
and recommends her
friends and family to
use this banks
products.

Mr. Yesh Tandon
plans to buy a real-
estate property in
Mumbai. He visits
banks webpages to
apply for a property
mortgage loan.

He received a call from
the bank relationship
manager to talk about his
requirement.
He also received SMS
listing property details as
per his preferred location
in Mumbai

He received an
attractive property loan
offer from the bank
within his required
interest rate as he is
already holding a FD
account in the same
bank. He decided to
apply for the property
mortgage loan from the
bank.

Mr. Michael Stevens
lost his bank debit
card while he was
shopping in a busy
mall.

He called bank’s call
center immediately and
reported the lost card
issue.

He got his debit card
blocked through an SMS.

He was advised to go to
any of the nearest bank’s
branches to collect his
new debit card.

As an existing customer
he received his new
debit card in the branch
itself.

He also received a
200$ cashback offer on
applying for a credit
card on that same day.

He felt very special and
valued as he received
his new debit card in
less than an hour. He
also received a new
credit card with 200$
cash back offer.
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Generate 
Leads
(Loans, 
Deposit and 
Wealth

Customer
Service & 

Demand 
Failures

Strengthen 
existing 
customer 
relationship

Personalization Use Cases in FSI Context
The next big thing in FSI is the hyper-personalization of offerings that is meaningful to the

customers. Banks & FSI institutes need to redefine the customer user journeys, keep them engaged

with the brand and provide value-creating offers. These are some illustrative personalization use-

cases that financial services providers can explore, prioritize and elaborate further to define

focused personalization initiatives.



Personalization Initiatives 
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Shaping FSI personalization initiatives across B2C and 
B2B segments. 

B2C Initiatives B2B Initiatives

Personalized digital onboarding
while opening a new savings or
checking's account.

Creating a series of content aimed
at educating a targeted B2B
customer on your financial
solutions.

Navigating new home buyers
prospects to the home mortgage
content. Follow up email
notification to the same prospective
buyer on specific home loan offers
with a personalized incentive to act.

Changing the content type, format,
messaging, language etc. to cater
to the specific preferences of
targeted B2B customers.

Recommending Buy-Now-Pay-Later
products instead of credit cards
based on the validated hypothesis
against a particular consumer
segment.

Enabling B2B APIs for real-time
trade settlement or payroll
processing as warranted by a B2B
customer.

Designing personalized
investment/liability plan with a
differentiated rate of
return/interest plan based on
customer history, lifecycle and
anticipated need based on recent
financial interactions.

Designing bespoke cash flow
solution to handle the specific
trade cycle requirements of a B2B
customer.

Enable seamless switch between
channels (call over bot) while
responding to a customer service
request for change in EMI plan.

Adopting a multi-channel
campaign to influence the key
buyers/influencers of a targeted
B2B customer.



Personalization Solution Implementation Tips

The truth is many banks already have a considerable dataset in their systems. It is time
to get started with a personalization-driven growth journey enabled by the right set of
technologies, tools, human talent, and processes. A proper marketing solution will
enhance customers' overall experience, attract them to buy more products and services,
and maintain brand loyalty. We recommend these key solution implementation tips and
tricks for organizations to develop a successful personalization marketing platform.

Engage Infosys Consulting service offerings to execute your 
Personalization initiatives.
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✓ Segmentation & Targeting – Discover new and valued target segments that are

important. Leverage data analytics technologies to help organizations understand the

unique customer segments. Apply union/intersections/exclusions rules to define unique

business-relevant segments

✓ Predictive Analysis – Apply predictive engagement to optimize target segments for

different marketing campaigns. Leverage AI technologies to capture time spent in web

pages or how many times a web page has been opened by a new or existing customer.

Capture customer’s behaviour by clicks, purchases and webpages browsed etc.

✓ Customer Data Management & Single View Modelling – Many banks already have

DataMarts, where customer profile data is stored. The challenge is this data is spread

across many systems; hence does not provide a meaningful single view for analysis.

Leverage on data connectors to bring in the customer profile data to the campaign

platform from existing sources for analysis & optimizations. Enrich existing customers

profile data by adding new dimensions and attributes. This 360-degree data view will drive

desired target segmentation and personalization.

✓ Marketing Campaign Management– Define various campaigns by keeping data sources,

audience segments and cross channels delivery in context. Generate offers catalogue

based on the customer requirements. The requirements drive the priorities of the offers

and the frequency based on which these offers should be delivered to the customers.

✓ Cross Channel Marketing – The challenge is, organizations already have different

marketing channels which are non-synchronized. This leads to customer dis-satisfaction as

they receive different promotions from different channels. Leverage right marketing

solution to enable cross channel marketing. Orchestrate marketing campaigns across

multiple digital channels like push notifications (mobile), email marketing and web. Apply

communication rules to prevent sending overwhelming number of messages to

customers.

✓ Change Traditional Email Marketing – Improve your existing traditional email marketing

with highly contextualized customer relevant contents. Define rules for individual

recipients and deliver personalized content 1:1.



Personalization at Work

✓ Personalization Strategy - Leverage Infosys consulting strategy 
planning services to define a tailored personalization strategy for 
your sales, marketing and support services.

✓ Personalization Playbook – Select from Infosys Consulting 
industry specific personalization processes, policies, standard 
operating procedures and best practices to design a 
personalization playbook for your organization.

✓ Product Mix Selection – Use Infosys consulting digital toolkit to 
perform fit-gap assessment and select the right personalization 
tool best suited to your organizational technology landscape.

✓ Personalization Campaigns – Design personalization campaigns 
and roll-out approach based on Infosys consulting industry 
expertise and insights.

✓ Omni-Channel Design – Leverage Infosys digital advisory 
services to create an integrated omni-channel engagement 
strategy, journey maps and experience design.

✓ Personalization Scorecard – Use Infosys Consulting data 
intelligence services to objectively measure and link the impact of 
personalization initiatives on your organizational KPIs.

✓ AI Driven Personalization – Deploy Infosys Consulting Applied 
AI services to uplift your existing data assets and capabilities to 
create AI driven customer centric personalization opportunities.

Leverage Infosys consulting service offerings to kick-off and scale 
your Personalization initiatives. 
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CONCLUSION
Personalization is a powerful tool that can drive significant customer
engagement, uplift customer experience, increase revenue
productivity and enhance customer lifetime value. Highly
contextualized offerings will augment the experience leading
organizations to acquire new customers in the market.

At the same time, organizations' existing high valued customers will
invest in new brand offerings boosting their revenue. The end
objective is to have a flourishing long-term relationship with
customers and make them loyal to the brand.
Infosys consulting has partnered with many organizations to define
their personalization strategy, drive the end-to-end implementation
of personalization engines, and scale personalization initiatives. We
have provided real-world use-cases directly attributable to the work
we are driving for some of our customers.

Personalization is a must-have tool for traditional FSI providers to
compete with new-world Fintech competition. Use personalization to
create the right future financial products and services, e.g., designing
Buy-Now-Pay-Later products over fixation on credit card selling.
There is a huge opportunity to drive personalization at scale as we
pivot towards an open banking ecosystem to enable more shared
access to consumers' data.

If you are looking at starting or accelerating your personalization
journey, reach out to IC experts.
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About Infosys Consulting 

Infosys Consulting is a global management consulting firm helping some of the world’s most recognizable brands 
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